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Front: Small's Falls on the Sandy River is one of the many attractions
of the Rangeley Lakes Fishery Region. In the article beginning on page
4, you will learn more of what the-Rangeley Region has to offer the
fisherman.· Photo by Bill Cross.
Inside Front: Oquossoc's lady fly-tier, Polly Damon,
figure of this composite photo by Tom Carbone.

is the central

Inside Back: With its bill pointed skyward and its darkly streaked
breast, this American bittern shows what is meant by protective coloration and habits in wildlife. Photo by Tom Carbone.
Back: For safety, boaters should learn to recognize
and markers of the waterway marking system.

the various

buoys
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EDITORIAL

You Are

DEER SEASONS

What You Appear To Be
Actions often speak louder than words, and our
actions in the outdoors may speak against us,
perhaps incorrectly but very firmly, if we are not
consciously careful of what we do. If we leave the
wrong kind of traces of our presence outdoors, we
stand a very good chance of contributing to our
own indictment.
On the topic of litter, for example: Most of us
try to avoid littering up the landscape, and we
resent being taken for slobs or hooligans. If on
occasion we leave a beverage container or some
paper or something else that shouldn't be there,
we can get ourselves off the hook with ourselves
by figuring "it isn't very big," or maybe "it's too
far to carry it out," or "I forgot, but it's too far
to go back and get it." But this doesn't get us off
the hook with others who read the clues.
Whoever sees what we have neglected to take
care of - whatever the reason - very likely
will think that "some slob" has been there. And
when enough people think "some slob" about
hunters (and fishermen and snowmobilers and
hikers and anyone else who enjoys the outdoors),
we have arranged a really black eye for us and the
outdoor activities we enjoy.
The anti-hunting or anti-hunter feeling is not
strong in Maine at present, and every one of us
who enjoy the outdoors can help improve the
image of outdoors people by not doing things that
someone else will believe was done by a slob that
typifies all hunters or all anglers or all snowmobilers or whatever.
It doesn't matter whether these people are right
or wrong in their judgement of people who do
things they don't like. What matters is that they
do make a judgment, and that judgment colors
their feelings and influences their reactions. If
they think we're slobs and they have the opportunity to control us or our activities, they'll probably do it.
In a real sense, outdoors people are directing
the course of public opinion regarding outdoors
people. What happens in the way of regulation
will be a result of our sense of responsibility. We
can avoid certain attacks on our outdoor activities, just by not doing things that will cause
people to say "slob." We can rant and rave after
they've said it ... or we can take advantage of the
chance to eliminate their reason for saying it in
the first place. We're less than smart if we don't
use that chance.
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The deer season dates for 1973 were determined
June 14 following a very good meeting and
discussion at Greenville. Please see page three
for seasons, zones, and other details.
As you may know, the 106th Legislature
enacted a framework (Oct. 22 until the 1st
Saturday after Thanksgiving) within which the
fish and game cornmisstoner is authorized to set
future deer seasons (under authority enacted
in 1971). Until this year, season dates were
set by the Legislatures.
The meeting in Greenville followed much the
same pattern as last year. The Legislature's
Fisheries and Wildlife Committee was very well
represented - all but one of the 12 members
were on hand. They and members of the Fish
and Game Advisory Council heard reports from
the wildlife biologists and warden supervisors
from all parts of the state. In summary form,
the field staff members presented information
on how the deer wintered, how they showed up
this spring, and their comparisons with past
years.
There was agreement that generally the deer
are in somewhat better numbers and condition
than last year at this time although in some
areas-notably the northwest section of Mainerecovery from the low point of 1971 has not
been as good, due to more severe winter
weather conditions.
The 1973 seasons compare with 1972 this way:
18 hunting days in the southern zone, which is
the same as last year; 24 hunting days in the
northern zone, six fewer than the 30 days in
1972. The northern zone was shortened because
of the slower recovery mentioned in the previous
paragraph. Although it is believed that we
might have had two or three days longer in the
southern zone, the season was set for the same
number of days as a conservation measure.
There was some feeling for a statewide,
unzoned season, but the fact of the matter is
that Maine is too large a state, with considerable
climate differences, etc., from north to south,
for a single season, if we are to keep the
welfare of the deer in mind. That thought is
uppermost in our minds, and the result is that
the seasons set are what we believe to be the
best for the deer under today's circumstances.
Maine Fish and Game-Summer 1973
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A - Dole Pond road from the border (in T.5, R.20) to Pittston Farm.
AROOSfOOK

B -

Pittston Farm road to Rockwood.

C-

Rockwood across Moosehead Lake to Kineo.

D - Shore of Moosehead Lake to Roach River.
E -

Roach River to Kokadjo.

F -

Greenville road to junction with West Branch ponds road,
south of First Roach Pond.

SECTION

ENLARGED~

G - West Branch ponds road to junction of Appalachian Trail at
Second West Branch Pond.
H - Appalachian Trail to the shore of Pemadumcook Lake.
I-

North shores of Pemadumcook and Ambejejus lakes to junction
with Baxter Park road.

J - Baxter Park road to Millinocket.
K - Route 157 to junction with Aroostook County line.
'rOIU(

L -

/

County line east to New Brunswick border.

NOTE: FLUORESCENT ORANGE REQUIRED STATEWIDE. Anyone hunting with a firearm during the open
firearm season on deer must wear an article of fluorescent orange clothing which is in good and serviceable condition
and which is visible from all sides. Excepted are waterfowl hunters hunting from a boat, blind, or in conjunction
with waterfowl decoys.
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By William L. Woodward
Assistant Regional Fishery Biologist

RAN~ELEY LAKE~

,

UNDREDS OF mountains, lakes, ponds, rivers, and
streams bespeckle the fishery region known as
the Rangeley Lakes Region. As delineated by the
Inland Fisheries and Game Department, this area is
bounded on the west by New Hampshire, the northwest
by Quebec Province, and a line roughly through the
following points; Skinner, Franklin County, easterly
to the Harris Dam on the Kennebec River, southerly
to Skowhegan on the Somerset and Piscataquis County
line and westerly to Livermore Falls and continuing
along the Androscoggin River to New Hampshire. This
region includes portions of three counties: the northern half of Oxford County, all but the northern tip of
Franklin County, and a southern section of Somerset
County.
Within its 4,800 square miles are more than 300 major
lakes and ponds totaling 100,000 acres. Two major
river drainages with 17 large tributaries provide a
variety of fishing.
When the Wabanaki Indians roamed the mountains
of Western Maine, they designated some of the waters
with colorful Indian names. The following waters,
which include just about half of the total acreage of
water in this region, were named by the Wabanakis;
it is of some interest to note the English meaning which
follows the Indian name: Oquossoc (Rangeley Lake)"a slender blue trout"; Mooslucmaguntic (Mooselookmeguntic )- "portage to the moose feeding place," or
"moose feeding among trees"; Cupsuptic- "a closed
upstream";
Molechunkamunk
(Upper Richardson
Lake)- "stream in a deep ravine"; Welokennabacook
(Lower Richardson Lake)- "bay and cove place or many
curves and indentations"; Kennebago- "long pond or

H
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Rangeley Region waters
are most noted for
brook trout fishing,
and many are limited to
fly fishing only.

large lake"; Umbagog- "clear lake"; Aziscohos- "small
pine tree"; Kamankeag- "near the weir"; Mollidgewock- "at the deep place"; Magalloway- "the shoveller" (caribou); Parmachenee was a daughter of an Indian chief; her name means "across the usual path."
All these waters, during pre-colonial days, in all probability produced abundant fish for Indian larders.

are the fish in this region, with good
populations inhabiting every watershed. When a
fisherman comes to this area of the state, it is fairly
certain that he has come to fish for squaretail trout.
It is also fairly certain that he will have an easy time
finding his squaretail pond because this area is well
endowed with brook trout waters.
In earlier days, the brook trout of Rangeley, Mooselookmeguntic, and Richardson lakes were world famous
for their size. The brook trout, it is said, fed in those
days on small blueback trout which are no longer found
in these waters. Accounts of early fishing trips are
always exciting to look at, and the Oquossoc Angling
Association kept many records back in the "good old
days." The following is an excerpt of fish caught and
recorded in June of 1869 by eight members in a party
with R. G. Allerton:
"Following is an exact account of the numbers and
weights of thirty brook trout taken by eight of the party;
average time of fishing, about six days each. In this
list none are mentioned under four pounds each, although an immense quantity of smaller ones were Laken.
It is, without doubt, the greatest catch of large brook
trout by any one party, in the same time, ever known;

B

ROOK TROUT
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and the world is challenged to produce a record that
will surpass or even equal the following:
3 Brook Trout
4 pounds each
1
4%pounds
1
4% pounds
2
4% pounds each
3
5 pounds each
1
5% pounds
4
5Yz pounds each
2
6 pounds each
2
BYz pounds each
2
6%pounds each
2
7 pounds each
1
7% pounds
1
7Yz pounds
3
8 pounds each
1
8Yz pounds
1
9 pounds
Making 30 trout, total weight 181 % lbs., averaging over
6 lbs. each."
The Rangeley Region from the good old days to the
present is quite a different story. Introduction of exotic
fish into new waters has created many problems for
fishery biologists. Trying to maintain good fishable
populations in our waters is not easy. Problems inherited from our predecessors can not be solved by the
push of a button. Nature has a way of complicating
problems for fishery biologists with easy solutions
often difficult to achieve.
As early as 1903, one of the pioneer workers in the
fishery biology wrote a reply to a person with a notion
to put white perch in Rangeley Lake. Dr. William C.
Kendall was glad to reply to an F. C. Barker who wanted
advice from somebody with experience with fish in
Maine waters. Part of the reply in the February 6, 1903,
issue of Maine Woods, goes like this: "That is a thing"
(referring to getting advice from a biologist) "that
should always be done before non-indigenous animals
are introduced into new localities. Had this been done
with other forms now recognized as nuisances, there
would be no problems of how to remedy the evils. In
our lakes there is usually, or was once, a balance of
natural conditions which being disturbed is detrimental
to some of those conditions. For many years, the Rangeley lakes have been famous for their magnificent trout.
They were comparatively free from natural enemies.
There were no 'hornpout,' no 'black bass,' no 'pickerel,'
no 'sunfish,' no 'perch,' and no 'togue.' The balance of
nature was as perfect as the interference of man would
permit. For a long time, however, pickerel have controlled Umbagog Lake and I am informed that hornpouts

monitoring

Creel census interviews - here being conducted
by the author - are a part of continuing
of fishery conditions in the Rangeley Region
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have appeared in Oquossoc Lake through unintentional human agency.
"Since the railroads have penetrated this one time
wilderness, anglers have flocked to the lakes in yearly
increasing numbers. The supply of trout hardly satisfied the demand, so salmon were added to the competitors for existence in these waters, but with wise forethought, there has also been a successful introduction
of smelts. It is a disputed but, I believe an inevitable
fact, that the trout are gradually being displaced. At
any rate, it is considered necessary to keep up the
supply by artificial propagation. In reports of the catches of anglers from year to year, salmon predominate,
and I greatly fear the time will surely come when the
famous Rangeley trout will be a thing of the past."
Dr. Kendall went on to tell about the habits of the
white perch and ended up with hoping that whoever
suggested putting them into Rangeley Lakes dismiss it
from their minds. By 1973, 14 fish species had been
added to the original 10, of which one is now rare.
Some of these introductions have done great harm while
others have been beneficial.
All in all, though, the Rangeley Region today is a
transition from the hustle and bustle of southern Maine
where warm-water fishing is prevalent, to the wilder. ness trout ponds which are common and which provide
a special kind of enjoyment.

o
the purpose of this article, the best way to
T cover
the Rangeley fishing opportunities is to name
ACHIEVE

some popular waters for each species:
BROOK TROUT (Squaretail). It would be repetitious
to glorify this fish further, as its attributes are well
known.
In the northern half of Oxford County, three important waters containing brookies are Mooselookmeguntic, Richardson, and Aziscohos lakes. Fly-in or walk-in
waters include Parmachenee Lake and B Pond. There
are numerous other smaller ponds including Little Ellis,
Speck, and many waters around Parmachenee Lake.
It should be mentioned that the Rangeley Region has
many areas with private roads that are chained off to
vehicular traffic. However, the general public can
reach the waters in these areas by plane, or they can
travel to them on foot if they've a mind to. The Parmachenee area, the Kennebago area, King and Bartlett
area, Seven Ponds country, and a few smaller sections
are among those having restricted access. The 85 or so
waters behind these chains add up to 6,000 acres or
about 6 per cent of all the waters in the Rangeley Region. Nevertheless, these lakes represent a high percentage of the better cold-water fish producing waters
in the Rangeley Region.
In Oxford County, trout-producing waters include
some large tributaries to the Androscoggin River, among
which are the Magalloway, Cupsuptic, Sunday, Bear,
Ellis, and Swift rivers. Other numerous small brooks
and streams also yield a large number of native brook
trout.
Among the more important brook trout waters in
Franklin County are Rangeley Lake, Big and Little Kennebago lakes, Beaver Mountain Lake (Long Pond), the
Seven Ponds, Chain of Lakes, Tim Pond, Big and Little
Jim ponds, many of the smaller waters around Rangeley Lake, the Four Ponds south of Rangeley Lake and
the numerous small ponds which make up the headwaters of the Sandy River. Some waters are reclaimed
ponds (ponds treated chemically by the Fish and Game
Department to remove undesirable fish to enhance
trout survival and growth), but many are naturals for
brook trout. Fishermen looking at a topographic map
along with a Fishery Division lake inventory report
can locate these waters easily. River systems that produce brook trout fishing in Franklin County include
the Kennebago, Rangeley, Sandy, Wilson Stream, Carrabasset, and the north and south branches of the
Dead River.
Somerset County brook trout waters are numerous,
too. The best way to designate them is to list areas
that have clusters of lakes and ponds containing brookies. The King and Bartlett area, the Spencer Lake
country including Enchanted Township, and the area
around 10,000 Acre Tract have many trout waters.
Pierce Pond country, Carrying Place Township, and
Caratunk Plantation also have a good number.
6

The upper Kennebec River and such tributaries as
Spencer Stream, Dead River, Carrabasset River, and
upper parts of Austin Stream provide good trout fishing.
SALMON. The landlocked salmon is not native to the
Rangeley Region. It has been introduced into many
waters, and it ranks high as a sport fish.
Richardson, Mooselookmeguntic, Aziscohos, Parmachenee, B Pond, Sturtevant Pond, and Howard Pond
are the more important salmon waters in northern
Oxford County. Magalloway River and Rapid River
also provide stream fishing for salmon.
Rangeley Lake, Kennebago Lake, Dodge Pond, Beaver Mountain Lake (Long Pond), Arnold Pond, Tea Pond,
Jim Pond, Webb Lake, Varnum Pond, and Clearwater
Lake are the major salmon-producing waters in Franklin County. The Kennebago River and Rangeley River
also produce some fast-water fishing for landlocks.
Spencer Lake, Spring Lake, Pierce Pond, Baker Pond
(Caratunk Plt.), Wyman Lake, Moxie Pond, Embden
Lake, and the Kennebec River are the chief salmon
waters in Somerset County.
LAKE TROUT (Tague). Tague inhabit the deeper
waters of our lakes and ponds. Tague are the largest
cold-water game fish in Maine, and trophy-size individuals are not uncommon in the Rangeley region.
Lincoln Pond in Oxford County, Tea Pond, Jim Pond,
Varnum Pond, Porter Lake, Wilson Lake, and Clearwater Lake in Franklin County are important togueproducing waters. Chain of Lakes, Franklin County,
has had a recent re-introduction to try to establish
a larger fishable population.
Spencer Lake, Spring Lake, West Carry Pond, Hancock Pond, and Embden Lake are togue fishing waters
in Somerset County. Pleasant Pond in Caratunk has
had a recent introduction of togue to use the large
amount of deep, cold water not exclusively used by
brook trout.
RAINBOW TROUT. Rainbow trout are not native to
Maine. They have been introduced in the Rangeley
Region to diversify fishing and to occupy water that
rainbow trout can use more efficiently than other coldwater fish.
Three tributaries of the Androscoggin River in Oxford County-the Sunday, Bear, and Swift Rivers - are
reported to have small natural populations, which are
progeny from earlier stockings. In Franklin County,
Wilson Lake has been stocked with rainbow trout. In
Somerset County, rainbow trout have stocking priority
at this time (1973) in the Lower Carrabasset River and
the Kennebec River, both receiving several rainbow
trout stockings in recent years. MacDougall Pond in
Caratunk Plantation is also on the stocking list.
Rainbow trout stocking is in the experimental stage,
and routine stocking of this species is not assured.
Continued stocking depends on evaluation of experimental waters.
BROWN TROUT. A few native populations, progeny
Maine Fish and Game -Summer
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from past introductions of brown trout, presently exist
in the Rangeley Region. The Androscoggin River is
reported to have a small population. In Franklin County,
Seven Mile Stream and the Sandy River are stocked
and have natural populations as well. Webb Lake and
Redington Pond (Redington Twp.) contain natural
populations of brown trout, as does Orbeton Stream, a
tributary of the Sandy River. Two other ponds on our
stocking list are Tufts Pond in Kingfield and Smith
Pond in Brighton.
SMALLMOUTH BASS. This is a popular fish in southern Maine, which inhabits a few waters in the southern
part of this region. Ellis Pond in Oxford County; Webb
Lake, Wilson Lake, Pease Pond, Lufkin Pond, Clearwater Lake, and several ponds in Chesterville, Franklin County, are important smallmouth waters. The
Sandy River is also a good place to pursue them.
In Somerset County, Embden Lake, Hancock Pond,
Baker Pond (Solon), Wentworth Pond, and Wesserunsett Lake offer good smallmouth bass fishing. The Ken-

Angel Falls on Mountain Brook in Township D is one example
of the scenic beauty that can be found in the Rangeley Region.

nebec River below Solon also provides an important
smallmouth bass fishery ..
LARGEMOUTH BASS. Another popular warm-water
game fish in southern Maine-the largemouth bass inhabits a few waters in this region. Pease Pond in
Wilton and several small ponds in Chesterville, Franklin County, provide opportunities to fish for this species.
WHITE AND YELLOW PERCH. Many visitors in the
Rangeley Region each summer are members of family
groups who are not dedicated anglers of cold-water
game fish. To them, fishing is just one of several ways
to enjoy the outdoors. Although this type of fisherman
is happy when he catches a trout, most are just as
happy when they catch a perch. The important thing to
them is that they - and particularly their children catch something! Those who prefer trout and salmon
often lose sight of . the fact that in many parts of the
country, yellow perch are a sought-after fish, people
often traveling many miles to fish for them. We encourage the less dedicated fisherman to fish for perch.
This in turn helps to relieve fishing pressure on our
more heavily fished trout waters.
White perch are found in Webb Lake, Mount Blue
Pond, Lufkin Pond, Porter Lake, Clearwater Lake, and
several ponds in Chesterville, Franklin County. In
Somerset County, Fahi Pond, Sandy Pond, Wentworth
Pond, Wyman Pond, and Wesserunsett Lake are important white perch waters.
Yellow perch are found in the Rangeley chain of
lakes in Oxford and Franklin counties and in some
waters which make up the North Branch of the Dead
River. Wilson Lake, Varnum Pond, and Clearwater Lake
have yellow perch. The 20,000-acre impoundment, Flagstaff Lake, in both Franklin and Somerset counties,
teems with yellow perch. Other Somerset County waters containing yellow perch are Fahi Pond, Sandy Pond,
Gammon Pond, Wesserunsett Lake, Wyman Lake, and
Spencer Lake.
CHAIN PICKEREL. Pickerel provide a diversity of
warm-water fishing in some waters of the region. A
popular winter activity is ice-fishing for pickerel.
Sturtevant Pond, Umbagog Lake, Ellis Pond, and Pondin-the-River offer opportunities to fish for pickerel in
northern Oxford County. In Franklin county, Ballard
Pond, Drury Pond, several ponds in Chesterville, Webb
Lake, Wilson Lake, Varnum Pond, and Porter Lake have
populations of pickerel. Flagstaff Lake, besides being
a good perch water, produces some large pickerel. In
Somerset County, Fahi Pond, Gammon Pond, Wesserunsett Lake, Indian Pond (Lexington Twp.), Lily Pond,
Pickerel Pond, Pierce Pond, Smith Pond, Wyman Pond,
and Wyman Lake are pickerel producers.
BULLHEAD (Hornpout). Hornpout are present in
Pinnacle Pond, Podunk Pond, and Wilson Lake in Franklin County, and Gammon, Sandy, and Lily ponds in
Somerset County. Hornpout are excellent eating, and
young and old alike enjoy catching them.
7

SMELT. Smelt inhabit many waters in the Rangeley
Region and serve as important food for salmon and large
trout. Laws regulating their removal are numerous.
In earlier days when "dipping" for smelt was fairly
common, many enthusiasts enjoyed the sport at numerous places which are now closed. Many sport fishermen believe that smelt "dipping" has caused a decrease
in their numbers. A Maine study has shown that smelt
populations are not affected by "dipping." To further
discount "dipping" as major cause for a decline in the
numbers of smelt, it has been observed that when "dipping" was legal at certain tributaries, the smelt runs
were heavy and numerous, and since their closure, the
runs have been sparse with few fish. It is unfortunate
that the many once-popular waters in this region are
closed to smelt fishermen. The best way to determine
if a water is open to smelting is to consult a booklet
of fishing regulations, a fishery biologist, or a fish and
game warden.
WHITEFISH. A few waters in this region contain
whitefish. Jim Pond and Clearwater Lake are two important producers.
CUSK. These tasty fish inhabit Jim Pond and Clearwater Lake in Franklin County and Spencer Lake and
Embden Lake in Somerset County. Embden is an important water where ice fishermen pursue them.
a fishing trip to a new body of
water, you should consult a topographic map, the
Fish and Game Department lake survey report, fishing
regulations, and if you wish, a local fisherman or guide.
That's how you will gain knowledge of the best route,
fish likely to be caught, the permissible ways to fish,
and valuable local knowledge that may help you locate
a deep hole or spring hole that might prove productive.
If you follow these simple steps, greater satisfaction
will result.
FLY FISHING. The Rangeley Region has many "fly
fishing only" waters. One-third, or about 100 waters,
have this regulation. The history of the regulation in
this area of the state is as follows: In earlier days, after
people heard about fishing in west-central Maine, some
of the more wealthy anglers made trips to the exclusive
fishing camps that populated the shores of our better
waters. Later, as travel became easier and more people
entered the region to fish, the "exclusives" became
worried about their good fishing and, consequently,
have provided for the Rangeley area a heritage of fly
fishing waters.
Many of these waters give the fishermen a fishing
experience which is becoming hard to find in modern
times. Native brook trout are the major contribution to
fishing in many waters, and their future is maintained
effectively by restricting fishing methods to provide
fishermen with a wild, natural fish.
OTHER SPECIAL REGULATIONS. Our booklet of
fishing regulations is the best source for determining
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EFORE BEGINNING

the legal method to fish our individual waters. This
area has many "specials," and it will save embarrassment if you are familiar with the regulations applicable
to the particular water you plan to fish. The use or posession of live fish as bait is prohibited in many places.
The need for this regulation cannot be over-emphasized.
As we have said, earlier unauthorized introductions in
certain lakes have created many problems, and it is in
the best interest of our native fish populations not to
add new fish species without giving careful consideration to how they may affect the fisheries already
present.
ICE FISHING. About 60 waters in this region are open
to ice fishing. This winter sport is frowned upon by
some people, which is unfortunate, but many winter
anglers feel they have as much right to ice fish as the
open water fisherman has to fish only during open
water season. One argument advanced against ice fishing is that it takes fish away from those who fish exclusively during open water season. But this same argument can be used by ice fishermen in an opposite
sense.
Ice fishing is a sport young and old can enjoy. It provides the opportunity for getting outdoors during the
long, winter months. Many waters have populations of
fish large enough to allow angling during open water
and in the winter-time, and the economy of Maine
benefits from these activities.
CANOE TRIPS. Just about every watershed in the
Rangeley Region has a stretch of water that is canoeable at the right water level. The degree of skill needed
on some trips ranges from expert on the Dead River to
novice on the lower Kennebec.
You can plan a trip to fit the length of time you wish
to spend, and the kind of canoeing you prefer. Water
levels normally found during vacation periods should
be considered, to make sure your trip will not involve
long portages overland.
Rivers are not the only possibilities for canoe trips.
Many enthusiasts paddle the Rangeley Chain of Lakes.
In planning your trip, be sure to get complete knowledge of many essentials. Weather conditions, necessary equipment, rations, campsite locations, fire permits, emergency equipment, and other needs should be
planned well in advance before striking out.
the Rangeley Region is a section of the
of Maine which has a great variety of recreational interests. In water-based recreation, the Fish
and Game Department realizes the importance of preserving forever the habitat necessary for the best production of fish and other aquatic animals. More and
more people are becoming interested in what the natural
world has to offer. Awareness of the problems affecting
these resources, and the willingness of people to assist
in protecting them, are essential to their continued
existence.
•
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line tax revenue, was instituted as a means of improving navigation on Maine's inland waterways, marking
hazards to navigation. and aiding in making the pastime
of recreational boating a safer one. Since 1968, 13
bodies of water in Maine have been either wholly or
partially marked.
In Acton, both Horn Pond and Great East Lake now
have a marked channel from the state launching ramp
to the main body of water. Lake St. George in Liberty,
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of markings, is available from the KJ. or from the Department of Parks & Recreation, State Office Building,
Augusta. Maine 04330. The uniform waterway markings are also illustrated on the back cover of this issue
of Maine Fish and Game.
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AINE'S lakes, rivers, and streams have been experiencing increased usage by recreational
boaters at an annual rate of 8 to 12 per cent over the
past decade. This rate of growth was a prime factor
in the initiation. in 1968, of the Uniform Waterways
Marking System Buoy Program for Maine waters.
The program, funded by a portion of Maine's gasoline tax revenue, was instituted as a means of improving navigation on Maine's inland waterways, marking
hazards to navigation, and aiding in making the pastime
of recreational boating a safer one. Since 1968, 13
bodies of water in Maine have been either wholly or
partially marked.
In Acton, both Horn Pond and Great East Lake now
have a marked channel from the state launching ramp
to the main body of water. Lake St. George in Liberty,
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Messalonskee Lake in Belgrade. and Moosehead Lake
in Greenville are partially marked at the present time.
Necessary marking has been completed on Maranacook Lake in Readfield. Cobbosseecontee Lake in Monmouth, Sebago Lake and the Songo River channel in
Naples, Mousam Lake in Acton and Shapleigh. Great
and Long ponds in Belgrade, and Rangeley and Mooselookmeguntic lakes in Rangeley.
In conjunction with the marking program, the Mapping Division of the Kennebec Journal in Augusta is
planning a series of charts showing the placement of
buoys on all fully marked water bodies. The charts
will be released periodically as marking is completed.
and one has already been released, appearing late in
1972 for Cobbosseecontee Lake.
Charting materials for Great Pond and Long Pond in
Belgrade, Maranacook Lake in Readfield, and Mousam
Lake in Acton have been delivered to the KJ Mapping
Division. and release of the Great Pond chart is anticipated in the near future. These charts are available
from the Kennebec Journal at a small charge and will
prove valuable to anyo!l8 wishing to travel on the
marked waters of Maine.
An additional folder, explaining the system of symbols used on these charts to depict the various types
of markings. is available from the K]. or from the Department of Parks & Recreation, State Office Building,
Augusta, Maine 04330. The uniform waterway markings are also illustrated on the back cover of this issue
of Maine Fish and Game.
•

By Donald B. Walker
Warden Inspector

Divers prepare for winter
recovery mission in icy Kennebec River.

into my home at all hours of the
day and night. I'm called because
I head up the seven man Search and
Rescue Unit of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game.
This rescue unit, made up of
game warden specialists stationed
geographically around the State
of Maine, was organized in April
of 1964 under the direction of then
Fish and Game Commissioner
Ronald T. Speers and Chief Warden Maynard F. Marsh, who is
our present commissioner. Our
main responsibilities were and still
are simply to be proficient in
mountain rescue and underwater
recoveries and to be on call at all
times to carry out a mission anywhere in the state.
We received our mountain training from the Massachusetts Outing
Club of Boston University, under
the direction of instructors John
Bousman and Gardner Perry, who
accompanied us for 10 days mountain training in New York State
and on Mt. Katahdin.
Our scuba training was supervised by Bob Campbell and Duke
Macalush of the Dow Divers Club
of Bangor. Graduation came in
May of 1965, with Unit members
having completed a fresh- and saltwater dive and the standard YMCA
scuba training as well as the advanced National Association
of
Underwater
Instructors
requirements.
Graduation
was hardly over
when we were assigned to our first
recovery mission, and since that
time the demand for our services
has steadily increased. The scope
of our work has expanded into
many different fields - not only
searches for drowned victims but
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to criminal underwater investigations for other law enforcement
agencies, aircraft recoveries, assisting fishery biologists, visiting
and talking to different clubs and
organizations.
Because we cannot know when
we will be called out on a mission,
each man must keep himself in
good physical shape, his equipment
must be checked and readied after
each dive, and he must be ready to
roll at a moment's notice, even on
days off.
Family plans have often been
interrupted, and I sometimes think
the men's wives would be justified
if they hung me in effigy. But these
women, God bless them, understand.. and their willingness to
turn their men loose at a moment's
notice warrants the highest praise
from all.
Each underwater mission requires changes and adjustments in
search patterns. Depth, visibility,
temperatures,
currents, obstructions, and hazards must be considered and integrated into our
plans.
Teamwork not only within our
Unit but with other law enforcement agencies and volunteers has
certainly contributed greatly to
our success.
It is very difficult to express
our feelings to the relatives of a
victim, and it is very regrettable
that at times we must terminate a
search without success. But the
physical exertion (and mental
strain) sometimes requires that we
stop, even though in many cases
the will to continue persists.
Winter diving really takes a
toll on a diver's physical staminawith water
temperatures
just
above freezing and air temperature often close to zero. Ice
hampers visibility and increases
danger, thus requiring quite a
few changes in diving techniques
and search patterns and also cuts
down on bottom time. Whereas
open water bottom time sometimes
exceeds an hour per dive, ice time
seldom exceeds 45 minutes.

All members of this unit are
warden specialists, having met the
requirements set up by the Maine
State Personnel Board. Each man
has volunteered from the ranks of
regular wardens, has completed
qualified diving and mountain
training requirements, and he must
pass a yearly physical. He carries
out his rescue responsibilities in
addition to the normal work of a
game warden, and he is evaluated
one pay grade (about $9 per week)
above a district warden. He is issued the best line of equipment
available and is responsible for
its care.
Members of the rescue unit must
comply not only with general
orders of the Warden Service but
also to the unwritten laws of mutual agreement among unit members, for carelessness or disregard
for human safety cannot be tolerated.
The Warden Service aircraft
division has certainly been a big
asset to our unit. The skills and
abilities of the pilots, and their
willingness to ferry us statewide
on a moment's notice is certainly
commendable. They have saved us
countless time and expense, eliminated some search areas by flying
over them and pointing out the
shoals and deep places and, on
occasion, spotted victims.
As I look back over the history
of the Warden Service Search and
Rescue Unit, I see success and
disappointment,
kindness
and
gratitude, co-operation and willingness, duty and determination. Trying to evaluate all these experiences and gathered information, to
answer the question, "How could
these misfortunes have been prevented?", brings up a pattern of
reasons:
1. Inexperience with watercraft.
2. Inadequate life saving equipment.
3. Over indulgence (drinking).
4. Poor judgement
of existing
conditions.
Diagnosis: HUMAN ERRORS.
•
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Warden

Search and Rescue Unit-

ON CALL/OFTEN CALLED
Unit members, left to right, are: Eric Wight, Medway; Donald
Gray, Limerick; Donald Walker, Bingham; Charles Merrill,
Fort Fairfield; William Pidgeon, Plymouth; Arnold Beleckis,
Kezar Falls; and Charles Davis, Shirley Mills.
Not pictured is new Unit member, Rodney Sirois, St. Pamphile.

"Hello, Don! This is
.
I have a report of a possible drowning at
A canoe
was found washed up on shore,
and no sign of anyone around. Also
received a phone call from a woman

whose husband

is overdue return-

ing from a fishing trip to the same
lake ... "

change, but every
year a good many telephone
calls like this come ringing

T

HE NAMES
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Warden Inspector

Divers prepare for winter
recovery mission in icy Kennebec River.

into my home at all hours of the
day and night. I'm called because
I head up the seven man Search and
Rescue Unit of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Game.
This rescue unit, made up of
game warden specialists stationed
geographically around the State
of Maine, was organized in April
of 1964 under the direction of then
Fish
and Game Commissioner
Ronald T. Speers and Chief Warden Maynard F. Marsh, who is
our present commissioner. Our
main responsibilities were and still
are simply to be proficient in
mountain rescue and underwater
recoveries and to be on call at all
times to carry out a mission anywhere in the state.
We received our mountain training from the Massachusetts Outing
Club of Boston University, under
the direction of instructors John
Bousman and Gardner Perry, who
accompanied us for 10 days mountain training in New York State
and on Mt. Katahdin.
Our scuba training was supervised by Bob Campbell and Duke
Macalush of the Dow Divers Club
of Bangor. Graduation came in
May of 1965, with Unit members
having completed a fresh- and saltwater dive and the standard YMCA
scuba training as well as the advanced National Association
of
Underwater
Instructors
requirements.
Graduation
was hardly over
when we were assigned to our first
recovery mission,
and since that
time the demand for our services
has steadily increased. The scope
of our work has expanded into
many different fields - not only
searches for drowned victims but
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to criminal underwater investigations for other law enforcement
agencies, aircraft recoveries, assisting fishery biologists, visiting
and talking to different clubs and
organizations.
Because we cannot know when
we will be called out on a mission,
each man must keep himself in
good physical shape, his equipment
must be checked and readied after
each dive, and he must be ready to
roll at a moment's notice, even on
days off.
Family plans have often been
interrupted, and I sometimes think
the men's wives would be justified
if they hung me in effigy. But these
women, God bless them, understand... and their willingness to
turn their men loose at a moment's
notice warrants the highest praise
from all.
Each underwater mission requires changes and adjustments in
search patterns. Depth, visibility,
temperatures,
currents, obstructions, and hazards must be considered and integrated into our
plans.
Teamwork not only within our
Unit but with other law enforcement agencies and volunteers has
certainly contributed greatly to
our success.
It is very difficult to express
our feelings to the relatives of a
victim, and it is very regrettable
that at times we must terminate a
search without success. But the
physical
exertion (and mental
strain) sometimes requires that we
stop, even though in many cases
the will to continue persists.
Winter diving really takes a
toll on a diver's physical stamina with water
temperatures
just
above freezing and air temperature often close to zero. Ice
hampers visibility and increases
danger, thus requiring quite a
few changes in diving techniques
and search patterns and also cuts
down on bottom time. Whereas
open water bottom time sometimes
exceeds an hour per dive, ice time
seldom exceeds 45 minutes.

All members of this unit are
warden specialists, having met the
requirements set up by the Maine
State Personnel Board. Each man
has volunteered from the ranks of
regular wardens, has completed
qualified diving and mountain
training requirements, and he must
pass a yearly physical. He carries
out his rescue responsibilities in
addition to the normal work of a
game warden, and he is evaluated
one pay grade (about $9 per week)
above a district warden. He is issued the best line of equipment
available and is responsible for
its care.
Members of the rescue unit must
comply not only with general
orders of the Warden Service but
also to the unwritten laws of mutual agreement among unit members, for carelessness or disregard
for human safety cannot be tolerated.
The Warden Service aircraft
division has certainly been a big
asset to our unit. The skills and
abilities of the pilots, and their
willingness to ferry us statewide
on a moment's notice is certainly
commendable. They have saved us
countless time and expense, eliminated some search areas by flying
over them and pointing out the
shoals and deep places and, on
occasion, spotted victims.
As I look back over the history
of the Warden Service Search and
Rescue Unit, I see success and
disappointment,
kindness
and
gratitude, co-operation and willingness, duty and determination. Trying to evaluate all these experiences and gathered information, to
answer the question, "How could
these misfortunes have been prevented?", brings up a pattern of
reasons:
1. Inexperience with watercraft.
2. Inadequate life saving equipment.
3. Over indulgence (drinking).
4. Poor judgement of existing
conditions.
Diagnosis: HUMAN ERRORS.
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Maine's Great Ponds Act:

YOUR LAKE'g
JNgurMNfE POUeY

By Stuart E. DeRoche
Fishery Biologist

Author's note: The Great Ponds Act, having to do with obtaining a
permit to build docks, beaches, breakwaters, boathouses, etc., on
the shores of Maine lakes that are larger than 10 acres was described in the 1971-72 winter issue of Maine Fish and Game. The article
you are now reading relates to that act and describes the role of
fishery and wildlife biologists in helping to administer it. The environmental impact that these various projects have on Maine lakes
is discussed, and emphasis is placed on the needs for a hard-line
approach when investigating applications for shorefront construction programs.

12

AINE HAS ABOUT 3,000 lakes spread over the
state from Kittery to Fort Kent, ranging from
less than 10 acres to 75,000 acres. The water
and the bottom area below the low water mark of lakes
and ponds 10 acres and larger belong to the general
public and to the State of Maine, and it is the duty of
the various state government agencies to protect these
lakes so the public may enjoy them for years to come.
Because Maine lakes vary greatly in biological composition, each lake has its own potential to produce
game fish and wildlife populations. Nearly all of Maine's
clear, deep, cold-water lakes have the potential to produce trout and/ or salmon fishing and usually a shallowwater fishery for a species or two of warm-water game
fish. Shallow, warm-water lakes provide habitat for
many species of warm-water game fish such as bass,
pickerel, and white perch. Various forms of wildlife
also depend upon certain types of lake habitat for survival. Whatever the biological make-up of a lake may
be, the habitat that exists there must be protected if
fish and wildlife populations are to thrive.
Before one can understand how building docks,
beaches, wharfs, boathouses, etc., affects the biological well-being of a lake, he must first have some basic
knowledge, or at least some conception of what lake
ecology is all about. Basically, lake ecology deals with
the inter-relationships between aquatic plants and animals and the habitat where these organisms grow.
Much of the habitat necessary to produce these aquatic
communities lies within a relatively narrow strip of
shoreline extending from the very edge of the shore out
to a water depth of about 15 or 20 feet. In some lakes
where shores drop off rather rapidly, this littoral zone,
as it is called, is quite narrow; such is the case in many
of Maine's salmon and trout lakes. It is within the littoral zone that life begins for most aquatic forms, and
protecting this zone is vitally important for the survival
of fish and wildlife populations.
What is habitat, and what is it made up of? Generally
speaking, habitat that supports fish, aquatic insects,
and various forms of crustaceans and other minute animals that make up the total food chain, consists of
water, rocks, boulders, and gravel of various sizes and
shapes. Old tree stumps, logs, and the tops of trees
that have fallen into the lake provide habitat for various
species of aquatic life. Many lower forms find food and
shelter among these rocks and in the gravel, and because these areas produce these forms in abundance,
larger fish live around these places for the food and
shelter they produce. Aquatic plants grow profusely
in shallow-water areas where the bottom is suitable,
and these plants provide food for fish and other aquatic
life. Aquatic plants also help to maintain cool water
by providing shade.
Various species of wildlife also depend upon aquatic
plants for food and shelter. Certain species of vegetation are preferred by feeding ducks, but all aquatic
plants harbor insects and small aquatic organisms
which play an important role in the diet of waterfowl.
Waterfowl and many other birds depend upon aquatic
plants for nesting and hiding places. Muskrat, beaver,
moose, and deer feed on aquatic plants. Many species
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of songbirds and small animals are commonly associated with shallow coves and marshes where aquatic
vegetation is found. These weedy areas are a significant
part of the lake environment, and they must be protected.
It is a combination of the various types of habitat that
sustains aquatic life inhabiting Maine lakes, and it is
vitally important to the survival of fish and wildlife populations that this habitat be preserved. When habitat
is destroyed, the animals it supports are forced to move
to other areas, but if suitable areas are not available,
these animals will eventually perish or will greatly
diminish in numbers. More and more today, we are
hearing of endangered species of fish and wildlife, and
in most instances the reason these species are endangered is the destruction and loss of habitat that supports them.
When we consider the total shoreline of a lake and
what it is capable of producing in terms of aquatic life,
we can pretty well eliminate sandy beaches because
they are not a productive habitat. In many lakes where
sand beaches and long stretches of unproductive shorelines occur, the ability of those lakes to produce aquatic
organisms is reduced. It is vitally important, therefore, in these circumstances to protect the limited
amount of productive habitat that does exist.

So

YOU WILL HAVE a better idea of how much lake
bottom is involved in projects relating to the Great
Ponds Act, some general statements about what happened in Maine in 1972 are of interest. From July to
December, 1972, the Department of Environmental
Protection received 75 applications that came under
the Great Ponds Act. The Sebago Lake Region accounted for 57 of these applications, which involved 44 lakes.
There were 12 categories included in these 57 applications which included requests for the following:
beaches
burying water pipes dredging channels
docks
marinas
walkways
breakwaters
causeways
wetlands filling
land fill
retaining walls
boathouses
The bottom and shoreline area affected by these 57
applications totaled 215,000 square feet (a regulation
football field has 54,0QO square feet), and the individual
sites ranged from 96 to 45,000 square feet. Sebago Lake
accounted for 13 of the 57 applications, affecting 97,470
square feet of habitat. In addition, one application on
Sebago Lake involved 3 to 4 acres of landfill which
completely destroyed 140,000 to 184,000 square feet of
waterfowl and fish habitat (this area is equivalent to
nearly four football fields!).
It is obvious by now that construction of shorefront
facilities can be quite detrimental to the total environment of a lake. It is not just the construction of one
dock, one breakwater, or one boathouse that is the
basic consideration in Great Ponds Act applications;
rather, it is the cumulative effect of constructing many
waterfront structures over the years. As Maine lakes
become more thickly settled and people acquire more
and more money and leisure time, requests to build
shorefront facilities will increase. One must also remember that the Great Ponds Act is relatively new and
that many people do not know that it exists; conse-
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quently, many facilities have been constructed along
the shores of lakes without permit. Due to the impact
that these shorefront facilities have on the lake's environment, it is vital that biologists thoroughly investigate each application and assume an unbiased yet firm
approach in preparing their recommendations to the
Department of Environmental Protection.

some thoughts and advice that
I
you may wish to consider when planning your waterfront facility. You should first consider the area inWOULD LIKE TO OFFER

volved and how little of it you need to alter and still
be able to construct a satisfactory facility. For example,
in most instances, retaining walls are not necessary to
control bank erosion of the shorefront if not disturbed
in the first place, (and if they are not built, walls will
not distract from the natural beauty of the lake). It is
important, therefore, that any removal of rocks, boulders, trees, shrubs, and ground cover along the immediate shore area be carefully planned. Soil erosion into a
lake is detrimental because it covers bottom habitat,
destroying its usefulness in producing food and shelter
for fish, wildlife, and other aquatic organisms.
Water quality, too, may often be impaired by soil
erosion; the degree to which it deteriorates depends
upon the extent and type of erosion. When lake shores
and banks are stripped of cover, soil nutrients are
eroded into the lake. The addition of these nutrients
will cause increased algae growth, which can affect the
amount of dissolved oxygen in the water that is vital
to the survival of aquatic life. Eroded topsoil takes a
long time to stabilize itself once it is washed into the
lake; therefore, wave action creates a continual roil in
the water for a considerable length of time. This condition is harmful to fish and other aquatic life living in
the shallow, shore areas. Bank erosion also contributes
to the lessening of the scenic beauty of the lake, destroying much of the aesthetic values that drew the land
owner to the lake in the first place.
A good rule to remember: Do not remove any rocks,
trees, or shrubs along your shorefront unless it is absolutely necessary.
Remember when planning a dock that the less bottom
area you disturb, the better off the lake will be. Removable docks, and wharfs that are supported by wagon wheels, steel pipes, or timbers, will cause the least
amount of habitat destruction.
It is perhaps nice to have a sandy beach in front of
your cottage, but keep in mind that sand is very unproductive habitat for aquatic communities and that
when you spread sand over the lake bottom you are
destroying vitally needecr"habitat. If it is very difficult
to enter the water on your shore property because of
sharp boulders and rocks, hand picking a few rocks will
produce a narrow water entryway for general bathing
and swimming. Even though this method is destructive
of some bottom habitat, the destruction is usually of
minimum proportions when compared to bulldozing or
sand-filling to construct a beach. If a swimming beach
is your prime interest in life at the lake, you should
select a lot that already has a beach or is near one,
13

rather than destroy several hundred 'square feet of
habitat to build a beach of your own.
Although boathouses are luxuries that most cottage
owners can't afford there are a few property owners
who wish to build them. I would suggest other means
of boat storage, such as boat stalls that sit on steel
poles and have winch-operated cradles that hoist the
boat out of the water after use. Keeping larger boats
on deep-water moorings, well away from the shore, is
perhaps the best thing to do if you cannot keep the
boat on shore in front of your lot. A public marina is
another solution to your boat storage problem.
All channelling and dredging to provide boat passage
and swimming facilities should be discouraged since
this sort of program completely destroys bottom habitat. When water near your shore is too shallow for boat
entry, a deep-water mooring is recommended.
Creating more lakefront property by adding fill in a
lake should be discouraged. This practice usually destroys valuable aquatic habitat, and it removes water
area from the lake which rightfully belongs to the state
and everyone who uses the lake's resources.
Roadways and causeways to near-shore islands constitute land fill projects, and they usually destroy considerable fish and wildlife habitat in addition to being
aesthetically unattractive. Boating from a public landing is perhaps the best way to get to a cottage on an
island, and it will have the least amount of environmental impact on a lake.
Marinas are necessary in today's world of boating;
however, they should be limited to those that are necessary to provide services for the available boaters on a
particular area of the lake. Marinas should be located
where the smallest amount of environmental damage
will occur. Gas storage areas, gas pumps, and oil containers should be located and handled in a manner that
will insure against spillage.
Constructing breakwaters into lakes in some cases
may provide a certain type of fish habitat if they are

Without Great Ponds Act protection, the environment of
a lake would eventually be determined by what happened
on each individual shorefront lot - possibly destroying the very
things that made the lake attractive to people in the first place

built of certain material, but Maine lakes usually have
suitable amounts of this type of habitat; therefore, in
many breakwater-construction projects, the habitat
created is less than the amount destroyed. In many
cases, too, the question of hazards to navigation, interference with fishermen's fishing procedures, and the
destruction of the aesthetics arises in breakwater construction programs; although these issues may seem to
be picayune to some, they mean a great deal to other
people who have cottages there and for other people
who fish the area.
This seems to be a good place to discuss aesthetics.
Aesthetic, as described in Webster's Dictionary means
"being appreciative of, or responsive to, the beautiful
in art or nature." Sticking to the true meaning of the
word in its application to shorefront structures, aesthetics relates only to the beauty of nature in this sense
and does not relate to the beauty of a building or any
man-made structure that is placed on or adjacent to an
area that has natural beauty. Anything that is constructed which detracts from the natural beauty, therefore,
should be considered aesthetically destructive, and the
scope and type of construction would determine the
degree by which aesthetic values are destroyed. If the
true meaning of the word is adhered to, there should
be little confusion in deciding whether or not a particular structure is aesthetically damaging.

T

HE Fish and Game Department is one of several
agencies that makes recommendations to the Department of Environmental Protection on applications
under the Great Ponds Act. To help cottage owners
decide which waterfront facility will have the greatest
chance of getting approval by the Fish and Game Department, the following guidelines are offered for consideration:
1. Permanent docks and piers that extend into the
lake are generally not approved.
2. Retaining walls are sometimes approved if they
are located above or at the high water level, but they
are not usually approved if they are built of material
removed from the lake shore or are constructed below
high water for the purpose of extending one's property
into a lake. We are basically opposed to the construction of retaining walls because they are generally unattractive to the natural surroundings of the lake.

3. Breakwaters are generally disapproved if they extend unreasonably into the lake so as to interfere with
abutting landowners' common uses and rights to the
lake. They are disapproved if they destroy significant
bottom habitat or if they distract from the aesthetics
of the area. They may be disapproved according to the
types of materials used in construction or the method of
construction or if they involve any kind of dredging or
bulldozing of the lake bottom.
4. Boathouses will generally be disapproved. Slips
dug into the lake banks, if properly stabilized, may be
approved; however, deep-water moorings are more
acceptable solutions to boat storage problems, and they
create practically no environmental problems.
5. Land fill projects that involve significant destruction of fish and wildlife habitat will not be approved.
6. Causeways and roadways to islands, especially
those that accommodate automobile traffic, will not be
approved because they constitute land fill into the lake,
and they detract appreciably from the natural beauty
of the lake. Small walkways may .be approved under
certain circumstances, but generally the most acceptable way to an island is by boat, or by foot in the wintertime.
7. Beach construction may be approved if it is in the
best interest of a "community" of cottages and if it
does not destroy significant fish or wildlife habitat.
Only limited individual beach construction projects will
be approved, and even then, approval will depend upon
the location and extent of the project.
8. Marinas may or may not be approved depending
upon the need, location, and type of facility. On some
lakes in Maine, there is a need for additional marina
facilities, but on others there are sufficient facilities
for the present time.
9. Public-use boat ramps may be approved if there is
a need for one in a particular area of a lake, or if the
ramp is to serve a cottage community; but usually, individual boat ramps will not be approved.
10. Generally, any shorefront facility that will destroy
a significant amount of fish or wildlife habitat or will
significantly detract from the natural beauty of the lake
will not be approved.
The guidelines listed above are based on philosophies
and basic biological concepts of fishery and wildlife
biologists of the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries

and Game. Biologists adhere to these guidelines when
they prepare their reports to the Department of Environmental Protection. In some cases, projects may be denied in part, and approved with certain restrictions.
This means that the applicant may continue with his
plans but that he will be restricted from doing some
things he originally planned to do. Some applications
will be denied completely, while others will be approved as submitted. Approval or denial will really depend
upon each situation and the location and extent of the
project.
Great Ponds Act is taking more and more time
T
from the general duties of the regional fishery and
wildlife biologists. On an average, each application
HE

requires more than four hours of field investigation
and at least another hour in the office preparing the
report to the Department of Environmental Protection.
When a public hearing is held in connection with the
application, another four to six hours of a biologist's
time may easily be expended. Although we feel that
this effort is necessary, it takes time and money away
from the regular activities of our research and management biologists. In the Sebago Lake Region alone in
1972, the regional fishery biologist spent 325 hours
investigating applications under the Great Ponds Act,
and the regional wildlife biologist spent 108 hours.
This means that a total of 54 working days were removed from the regular work schedule - time that
would have been spent on fish and wildlife research
and management activities. And this is only one of six
fish and wildlife regions of the state.
The Great Ponds Act will undoubtedly cause some
temporary resentment among cottage owners who are
denied permits to construct facilities on their shorefront property. In the long run, however, this Act will
serve to protect the environment of Maine lakes so that
our waters will continue to produce desirable habitat
for fish and wildlife populations. At the same time,
these lakes will continue to provide satisfactory recreational facilities associated with areas of natural
beauty. In the years to come, as our lakes become more
densely developed, we are confident that all people
who enjoy Maine lakes and their beauty will be glad
that Maine has a Great Ponds Act.
•
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ANY WOODCOCK

IN YOUR BACI
By William B. Krohn
Research Biologist
U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife
and

Ray B. Owen, Jr.
Assistant Professor, Wildlife Resources
University of Maine at Orono

ORE THAN 1,100,000 woodcock were harvested in
the eastern United States
and Canada during the 1972 hunting season. In some northern states,
including Maine, more "timberdoodles" than inland ducks are
shot each fall. Not only is the total
number of woodcock taken by hunters impressive, but the popularity
of this game bird is growing each
year.
The impact of increased hunting
on populations of migratory birds

M

Both truck-mounted and hand-held antennae are used to monitor radio equipped
woodcock. Each radio transmits a different frequency so individual birds can be distinguished.
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Woodcock equipped with radio transmitter
and antenna (arrows) allow biologists
to study daily activities. Fluctuations
in signals tell whether bird
is moving on ground, flying, or resting.

can best be measured by studying
recoveries of birds banded during
the summer months. Recoveries of
banded woodcock also allow biologists to investigate migratory patterns (see Maine Fish and Game,
Spring 1973). During the summer,
woodcock are most easily banded
on fields at night. To make banding
operations more efficient, and to
determine what types of habitats
are preferred, we undertook studies
to learn what Maine woodcock do
between June and November.
Direct observations, and monitoring birds equipped with small radio-

cock during the summer months
are also used by courting males in
April and May. In early June, courtship ceases, but the males continue
to use clearings. Some females take
their broods onto fields at night;
and, by the end of June, field use
increases greatly as the immature
birds attain full flight capabilities.
The number of woodcock using
nocturnal fields reaches a peak in
July, drops during August, increases again by mid-September,
and
decreases during the middle of
October. The mid-October drop in
field usage coincides with the
start of the fall migration. In early
November, few woodcock can be
found on fields at night in Maine.
Although we do not know exactly
why the number of birds using fields
drops in August, we suspect that
this decrease is related to the molt.

K FORTY TONIGHT?
transmitters,
have
shown
that
woodcock make daily flights from
coverts to fields about 30 minutes
after sunset. The average distance
between coverts and fields is about
1,000 feet, and the flights of individual birds rarely last more than
1 or 2 minutes. Usually, all birds
using a field will enter within a 10
to 15 minute period. The birds
remain on fields throughout the
night and start leaving around 45
minutes before sunrise.
Light intensity apparently stimulates these twilight flights. As the
time of sunset becomes progressively earlier between June and
November,
evening flights into
fields
become
correspondingly
earlier. Similarly, as summer progresses and sunrise becomes later,
morning flights from fields are
delayed. During evenings and mornings when the sky is overcast, birds
enter fields earlier and leave later
than when the sky is clear.
We have found that forest openings, often old fields, used by woodMaine Fish and Game-Summer 1973

Woodcock replace most of their
feathers during August. Possibly,
molting birds are less able or less
inclined to move to fields during
this period.
OODCOCK USE a variety of openings
including
abandoned
farm fields, young evergreen plantations, blueberry fields, logging
roads, power lines, and bogs. We
have found a few woodcock at night
on the median strip of Interstate
Route 95, and in gardens behind
houses! Small openings are usually
utilized by only 1 or 2 birds per
night. Larger openings, 10 or more
acres, are occasionally used by 20
to 30 woodcock. On one 15-acre
field, between 45 and 50 individual
woodcock were flushed during one
visit!
Within a field, birds rest in small
pockets of low cover surrounded
by tall and dense vegetation. Fields
with broken cover, such as abandoned farm fields, usually have many
protective pockets and are thus

W

preferred over openings with a
uniform cover, like hay or cultivated fields. Preferred fields are
generally surrounded by extensive
stands of young, second-growth,
hardwoods including alder, aspen,
and birch. Such woody cover provides the female woodcock with
areas to nest and raise their young.
Monitoring the daily activities
of birds carrying miniature radios
has shown that young and adult
woodcock behave differently. Immatures tend to be found in the
central portions of large fields,
while adults frequent small openings and the edges of large fields.
Adult woodcock walked to fields
more frequently than young birds,
which usually flew. In addition,
immatures moved greater distances
than adults between diurnal coverts and nocturnal fields. Observations during thunderstorms, heavy
rains, and high winds indicated
that birds make flights regardless
of weather conditions.
been thought that
go to fields at night to
feed. Indeed, woodcock wintering
in Louisiana do feed shortly after
landing in the evening on large
agricultural fields. However, in
Maine we found that little, if any,
feeding was done on old fields.
Examination of stomach contents
from Maine woodcock collected before and after landing showed that
birds feed heavily on earthworms
and insect larvae before flying to
openings.
Stomachs from birds
captured at all hours of the night
were generally empty. Also, continuous tracking of radio-equipped
woodcock for 24-hour periods revealed that birds rarely moved on
fields but were active in coverts
immediately prior to the evening
flight, just after the morning flight,
and sporadically throughout the
day. To the best of our knowledge,
woodcock in Maine go to fields
during summer and fall nights to
roost. Possibly, woodcock roosting
on fields at night can more readily
escape predators than can birds in
wooded covers.
T HAS LONG

I woodcock
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The preceding findings have done
much to improve the efficiency of
banding crews. For example, knowing the time of evening flights as
related to sunset and cloud cover
helps banders start work promptly.
Understanding
seasonal fluctuations in the number of birds on
roosting fields permits us to predict the most, and least, productive
months for banding. In years of
normal spring weather and nesting,
for instance, banding in August is
less productive than in July since
usage of fields drops 30 to 40 percent between these months. Know-

' ing that adults tend to use edges of
fields may enable banders to increase their catch of older birds.
And finally, the lack of feeding in
fields suggests that baiting woodcock into openings would be an unlikely approach to capture more
birds.
have progressed,
we have become increasingly
convinced that heavily used roosting fields are excellent indicators
of high local woodcock populations.
It is for this reason that we ask:
Are there any woodcock in your

A

S OUR STUDIES

ecologogriphs
DOWN
1. Float of logs fastened together.

2. Average depth of water is 2-1 /4 miles.
3. A plant of the arum family.
5. Pincerlike claw in crustaceans and
arachnids.
6. Horned viper of North Africa and
Near East.
7. The shape of a horse shoe.
8. Banded with high pressure between
two cyclone areas. (meterol.)
9. Azimuth (abbrev.).
10. Point of land extending into the sea
or a lake.
11. Winter pasturing ground of deer and
moose.
13.' Initials of common names for: Cervus
canadensis, Hyla andersoni.
16. Any of related antelopes, as a reedbuck; all of South Africa.
18. Pertaining to rainfall at different places
and seasons. (meteorol.).
19. Having the margin of a leaf not serrated, as a tiger lily.
25. High Bromegrass cultivated for hay.
26. The swamp maple:
maple.
27. Large moth with eyelike spots on hind
wings.
30. Leaves of these trees are longer than
broad; have short stems.
31. Long-legged shorebird with webbed
feet and up-curved bill.
32. Leaves of these trees are linear,
evergreen and grow separately on twigs.
34. Part of Sahara desert covered with
sand dunes.
36. Lilac-colored spodumene, used as a
gemstone.
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back forty tonight? If not, then you
might consider managing abandoned farmlands and forested areas
for woodcock. Our experience has
shown that old fields are used not
only by woodcock, but that grouse,
deer, and other wildlife abound
there. As old farms grow from
brushy fields into mature forests,
game populations decline. For details on how to create and maintain
openings, we suggest reading the
article on how to "Improve Your
Land for Woodcock" by J. William
Peppard (Maine Fish and Game,
Spring 1972).
•

test your outdoor knowledge
39. A plant growing on sea bottom, as
eelgrass.
44. A sharp mountain spur or ridge.
45. A rounded projecting part of a plant,
etc ..
48. Fishing without prohibition:
season.
49. Oxygen (chem. syrn.)
52. Electrically charged atom.
54. Normal Pressure and Temperature
(abbrev.)
55. Number of legs of true insects.
57. Querus laurifolia (abbrev.)

ACROSS
1. Item used in angling.
4. Intangible factor in casting.
12. Quantity of water to cover an acre
one inch deep:
-inch.
14. Symbol of a lighter-than-air gas.
15. Author of "The Com pleat Angler, or
the Contemplative Man's Recreation."
Walton.
17. Most all artificial flies are this.
20. An expert.
21. Bright material surrounding shank of
hook in an artificial fly.
22. Malayan tree:
-ylanq.
23. Bachelor of Education (abbrev.).
24. Waterproof hat with sloping brim worn
by fishermen in storm.
28. Angler's accessory.
29. A channel where the tide runs.
33. Outdoors Encyclopedia (abbrev.).
35. The American prairie falcon.
37. Loons obtain their food this way.
38. Poisonous spider: brown
40. The moo or bellow ot cattle.

41. South African antelope with oxlike
head; a wildebeest.
42. Compass point.
43. Soapstone and chalk.
46. Agricultural Engineer (abbrev.).
47. Park where wild animals are exhibited.
50. The spawn of female fish.
51. A natural resource that pollutes water,
etc ..
53. Type of fisherman's boot.
54. Small, semi-aquatic, salamander-like
amphibians.
56. The way to purify drinking water.
58. Decoy, draw, entice, etc ..
59. A monocotyledon: opposed to exogen.
60. Tellurium (abbrev.)
61. The Hudson Bay single-bit.
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Single Ligula tapeworm and
two infested pearl dace. Lower
fish shows distended
belly, and upper one is ruptured.

Fish Parasites:

Ligula
intestinalis

By Steven A. Timpano
Fishery Biologist

tapeworms in the
D
body cavity of a well fought-for
fish cause you dismay or concern?
OES FINDING

It really needn't, and understanding
that fish and parasites are inseparable is basic to accepting natural
events as they really are. This article
may not change your esthetic viewpoint of an infested fish, but it is
hoped that it will allow you to understand better where one species of the
tapeworms fits into nature's scheme.
Just remember, cleaning a fish removes most parasites, and proper
cooking destroys any others.
Perhaps the best way to describe
the life-history of Ligula intestinalis
is to show how the infestation of fish
occurs. Then we will discuss how the
infestation affects fish and the possibilities for control. Tapeworm eggs
are shed into the water in the droppings of fish-eating birds and develop
in five to eight days, depending on
water temperature. Wave action
"shakes" the eggs and stimulates
hatching. Warm, shallow areas of a
lake or pond are thus best suited to
fast development. As the egg hatches, a small trap-door (operculum)
opens, releasing a coracidium, the
second stage of development. This
minute form is covered with hair-like
appendages called cilia which enable
it to swim near the surface of the
water. Coracidia must be eaten by
certain copepods (small crustaceans)
to develop further. If not eaten within
one or two days, coracidia degenerate and die.
The third stage is referred to as
the procercoid larva which develops
within the copepod. Once the coracidium is within the gut of the copepod, it sheds its cilia and penetrates
to the body cavity of its host. Within nine or ten days, the coracidium
changes to the procercoid stage. Unless the copepod is eaten by a fish
within three to five days, the procercoid dies.
Maine Fish and Game-Summer
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Fish are the second intermediate
host for tapeworm larvae. When a
fish eats an infested copepod, the
procercoid form penetrates through
the stomach wall into the body cavity
of the fish. Here, it changes into the
plerocercoid stage in a slow period
of growth and development lasting
one to two years.
In fish, the plerocercoid larva is
whitish, large, slender, and nonsegmented, unlike the tapeworm
generally thought of. Final maturity
of the tapeworm cannot be attained
within the fish. The final stage of
development takes place within the
intestine of a fish-eating bird, commonly a gull or merganser. Once an
infested fish is eaten, the plerocercoid
larva is released and attaches itself
to the bird's intestinal lining. Within
two to five days the tapeworm matures and starts shedding eggs which
are passed with the feces of the bird.
If they fall into the water, the cycle
starts all over again.
As can be seen, the process from
egg to adult is complicated for Ligula.
Mature tapeworms shed many thousands of eggs to achieve one complete life cycle. The timing from one
host to the next is critical, and it
must be a suitable host for each
stage; otherwise, further development will not take place. Even so,
many fish are infested, and anglers
are likely to observe tapeworms
occasionally in their fish.
In Maine, Ligula intestinalis has
been reported in longnose suckers,
smelts, common shiners, and lake
chubs. Elsewhere in the country, it
has been reported in perches, bass,
trout, and whitefish.
Often, the presence of Ligula is
apparent before the fish is opened
for examination. As in the picture,
the belly of the fish may be greatly
distended, even to the point of rupturing when the fish is handled.
The size of a particular tapeworm

larva in a fish depends on the size of
the fish and the number of Ligulae
present. One-half inch broad and ten
inches in length is near maximum
size for Ligula intestinalis. As many
as fifteen worms per fish have been
reported although the number is
usually much less. In very heavily
infested fish, the larvae may weigh
nearly as much as the fish itself.
Probably here in Maine, infestations of Ligula are not severe enough
to cause massive fish mortality. However, parasites do live at the expense
of their hosts; and by weakening
them, they may render them more
susceptible to other problems. As
well as slowing down growth and
causing a swollen appearance, the
pressure from Ligula larvae on internal organs of the fish can cause
complications. One of the most noted
is pressure on the gonads causing
partial or complete sterility. Changes
in the blood chemistry may also take
place, making the fish less resistant
to disease or sudden changes in the
environment.
Control of parasites is easier to
talk about than achieve. Interrupting
the life cycle will eliminate Ligula,
but which stage do you eliminate and
how: the copepods which are an important fish food, the fish themselves,
or the gulls and mergansers carrying
the adult tapeworms? Even if the
parasite could be eliminated in a
body of water and uninfested fish reintroduced, all that would be necessary to start the cycle again is one
infested bird depositing tapeworm
eggs ~ the water.
Infestation of fish by Ligula intestinalis will, needless to say, continue until other possibilities for control are explored. At the present
time, the "cure" would probably
cause more problems than the tapeworm itself does!
•
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Completion of a fishway at Dover-Foxcroft this summer will mark the
end of the fishway construction program in the Penobscot River
drainage Atlantic salmon will have access to spawning areas
in the Penobscot and its major tributaries for the first time in a century.
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THE ENl!INEE~' YEAR
By John L. Ketner
Chief Engineer
HE ENGINEERING
DIVISION
is a service organization within the Fish and Game Department
having the function of providing engineering
services and performing or supervising construction of
all Department facilities. The Engineering Division must
be in a position to render these services by maintaining
skilled key personnel and certain engineering and
construction equipment.
Permanent personnel in this Division consist of a
chief engineer, an assistant chief engineer, one engineering technician, two construction foremen, and one
carpenter, for a total of six positions. The carpenter's
position was added in 1964 to help us keep up with our
increasing maintenance work load, but except for this,
no change has been made in our personnel allocation
since the 1950's. Due to increasing demands for our

T
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services and required paper work, we are now two to
three years behind in some phases of our responsibilities (maintenance,
evaluation of projects, design
of new projects).
A modern engineering office and drafting room are
located at the Department headquarters in Augusta.
Near the Governor Hill hatchery in North Augusta we
have a storehouse which includes an office, workshop,
and storage space for our light construction equipment.
Our work is so scheduled that engineering personnel
are busy throughout all seasons of the year. Late spring,
summer, and early fall are devoted to our construction
activities, surveys, and investigations. Winter months
are largely devoted to shop work, maintenance of minor
equipment, and the preparation of plans, specifications,
and contract documents for summer construction. Our
larger projects are let out to contract and each of these
projects requires a resident engineer to lay out the work
and interpret the plans and specifications. The assistant chief engineer and engineering technician perform
these duties. Our construction foremen are kept busy
supervising smaller projects (fishways, marsh darns,
etc.) and working on maintenance. The carpenter assists one of the construction foremen and also checks
fishways in the spring.
The duties and responsibilities of the Engineering
Division are more specifically described as follows:
1. To investigate and make recommendations
concerning projects proposed by the Commissioner and by
other divisions of the Department.
2. To make site surveys of requested construction
and prepare designs, specifications,
cost estimates,
and contract documents for submission to the Commissioner for approval.
3. To investigate and prepare designs of fishways
for submission to the owners of darns, when the Commissioner determines that such fishways are required.
4. To survey certain properties to be purchased by
the Department, and to re-survey existing Department
properties when requested.
In conforming with the above, we have performed
the following work during the past year:
Fishways: Bridge Construction Corporation of Augusta
was awarded the contract to build a denil fishway in
each of the two darns in Dover-Foxcroft owned by Beggs
and Cobb Inc. for the sum of $196,925. The lower fishway is complete, and the upper fishway should be
finished by late summer. One-half of the cost of the
Dover fishways will be paid by the owner of the darns Beggs and Cobb - with the balance corning from
Maine Fish and Game-Summer
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Completion of a fishway at Dover-Foxcroft this summer will mark the
end of the fishway construction program in the Penobscot
River
drainage. Atlantic salmon will have access to spawning areas
in the Penobscot and its major tributaries for the first time in a century.
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money made available through the Federal Anadrornous
Fisheries Act. Clayton Grant was the Division's representative on the Dover-Foxcroft
project. The completion of the upper fishway will bring to a close the fishway construction program on the Penobscot and Piscataquis rivers, which saw fishways built at Bangor,
Veazie, two at Great Works, Milford, West Enfield,
Howland, two at Dover-Foxcroft,
and Guilford.
More work was done on the Crooked River, the major
spawning tributary for Sebago Lake salmon. With the
consent of Mr. Edward Scribner, the owner, the darn at
Scribner's Mills was breached by removing a portion
15 feet wide; this will permit fish to pass through this
obstruction. The next darn upstream, at Holster's Mills,
had a fishway placed in it last year. The Crooked River
work was done with a small crew under the supervision
of one of our construction foremen, Forrest Smart.
The baffles, baffle guides, and trash rack have been
replaced in the Phillips Lake fishway in Dedham.
This
work was done by our carpenter, Charles Tappan.
Plans and specifications have been completed for a
low-head concrete darn and denil fishway to replace
the existing darn on the outlet of Meddybemps Lake.
This project was let out to contract this spring, and
completion is scheduled for October 31, 1973.
Plans and specifications
have been completed by
Curt Beal of Augusta,
a consultant hired by the Department, for a fish trapping facility to be built on the
Union River just below the darn in Ellsworth. This will
be built of concrete and consist of a short vertical slot
fishway which will lead the fish into a hopper which in
turn can be raised and positioned over a tank truck
which will transport the fish to their destination. This
project was let out to contract this spring with completion scheduled for this fall.
We have assisted the Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries in the preliminary design of two fishways one at Pitcher's Pond in Lincolnville
and the other
on West Bay Stream in Gouldsboro.

Dams: The concrete darn at the outlet of Panther Pond
in Raymond, which controls the water supply for the
Sebago hatchery, was repaired last summer. In addition
to this, we replaced some timbers and replanked the
darn at the outlet of Fahi Pond in Embden. This timber

structure was built in the rnid-1950's to stabilize the
water levels in Fahi Pond, a wildlife management area.
We have several other timber structures built about
this time that need to be repaired or replaced. One
of these is the timber darn and fishway at the outlet of
Embden Pond. As soon as funds are available, we plan
to replace it with a concrete darn and fishway. Two
others are the darns and fishways on the outlets of
Cathance and Pleasant River lakes which need to have
some timbers replaced and need to be replanked.
Buildings: A new building has been completed at the
Grand Lake Stream fish cultural station to house a large
drum-type filter and ultraviolet light system which will
filter and sterilize all the water used at this facility.
The filters are to remove small particles from the water
so that the ultraviolet light rays can kill the bacteria
that causes furunculois, a fish disease which has been
a serious problem at this station. The estimated cost of
this system is $140,000, and it is now in operation. We
also completed construction of a small hatchery building at the New Gloucester fish cultural station.
Last fall, we started the renovation work on the proposed Nature Center at the Scarborough Marsh for the
Maine Audubon Society. This work consisted of replacing windows, doors, and finishing the interior walls
and was done under the supervision of one of our construction foremen, Raymond Lemelin. We also razed
two buildings and a garage on Department land in
Augusta as they were a liability to the Department.
Other Projects: During the spring, we tend and maintain several fishways in Washington and Hancock
counties. These are checked once a week by our carpenter, Charles Tappan, to make sure they are operating correctly. If a fishway is not operating properly,
due to a plugged-up trash rack or other minor problem,
a year's run of fish can be lost.
We have run some property lines, made minor repairs
to our storehouse at Governor Hill, and have done miscellaneous projects for several divisions of the Department. As you are reading this, we hope to be well along
on the construction of the Meddybemps Lake darn and
fishway and the Union River Fish trapping facility at
Ellsworth.
•

ADVANCE NOTICE OF RA TE INCREASE
We have not increased the price of Maine Fish and Game since it went on a paid basis in 1966, though
costs have gone up and up, as everyone knows, and other magazines have had rate increases. Finally, our
costs have come to the point where we must increase our rates.
You may extend your present subscription at the present rates, if you wish. You may enter a new subscription. You may buy gift subscriptions. All at today's low rates.
·
The new rates will not become effective until January 1, 1974. They will be announced in our next
issue. And as emphasized above, we will honor all subscriptions received through Dec. 31 this year, at
the low rates now in effect.
For several years, costs were such that increasing circulation helped us keep even. But now, costs are
so high that the more we increase circulation, the more we have to subsidize the magazine. We will keep
the new rates as low as possible because we want Maine Fish and Game to be attractive to our readers,
who we hope will grow in number. We've just to have help in covering our costs, that's all.
Maine Fish and Game - Summer 1973
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Going Fishing?
TAKE
SOME
TAPE

Photo-story by
Tom Carbone
and
Tom Shoener

F YOU haven't discovered black
plastic tape yet,it may be time you
did.A roll of this stuff is the handiest thing to go on a fishing trip since
the jackknife. And if you could only
clean fish or cut hotdog sticks with
a roll of tape, we'd have to say it
was handier.
"Black" tape is plastic electrical
tape. Although it comes in a lot of
different colors so that electricians
don't get their wires crossed, black

I

is the color you'll find most commonly on the shelves of your neighborhood hardware store.
Regardless of whether it is red,
green, or purple, a roll of "black"
tape is inexpensive, light in weight,
and has uses which are limited only
by a person's imagination. We'll
mention and illustrate some of
these uses here, but you'll soon find
more if you stash a roll away with
your fishing and camping gear and
one in the glove compartment of
your car.
Many of the potential uses of
black +ape will be for emergency
repairs on equipment. If you break
a rod tip or loosen a guide, a tape
job will keep the rod serviceable
until more permanent repairs can
be made. If broken hinges on a
plastic lure box allow the goodies
inside to scatter about, tape down
the wayward top. Or if you snag
your raincoat, a patch job with tape
will keep you dry.
Black tape is also valuable as a
first aid substitute for adhesive
tape. For example, a sprained ankle
can be taped, allowing you to get
around a little better; don· t tape
so tightly that you cut off the circulation, however. Broken bones
should be immobilized, and this
can be accomplished with black
tape and an improvised splint cut
from a tree branch; once again,
don't cut off circulation. Black plastic tape can also be used to stop
bleeding; in fact, a life was probably saved a few years ago when a
quick thinking Maine game warden
taped a piece of his shirt firmly
over a bad cut on a fisherman's
head.
There are many things you can do
with black tape that will add convenience or comfort to your fishing
trips. It can be used to keep certain
small things where they are the
handiest: Tape a few spare shear

Tape broken
rod tip
or loose guides.
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pins onto your outboard motor and
you'll always have one when you
need it; tape snap swivels and
hooks to the inside of your tackle
box lid for convenient storage; tape
your paddles and fly rod onto the
canoe thwarts when you carry it
into your favorite trout pond. You

can also tape trousers tightly at
the ankles to keep blackflies from
reaching their feeding grounds on
your shins.
We could go on and on about the
possible uses of black (or white, or
orange, or polkadot) plastic electrical tape, but that might deprive

you of the fun of discovering them
for yourself. If you do buy some
and then find at the end of the season that you have been short on
imagination and are still long on
tape, you can always use it on your
next wiring job
after all, that is
what it's supposed to be for!
•

Tape spare shear and cotter pins to
outboard motor.

Tape stops unraveling.

Cloth taped over cut will stop most
bleeding.

Taped splint immobilizes broken bones.

Tape keeps plastic boxes closed.

Taped spinning line stays on spool.

Taped pant cuffs keep bugs out.

Tape stops chafing and blister breaking.

Tape keeps small items handy in tackle box.
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EELS FOR MEALS?
By Dennis King

people's "ten most unwanted
creatures" list- along with
the river rat, the leech, and the
skunk - is the often misunderstood
eel. Many an angler has been beguiled into expecting the struggling fish at the end of his line to
be a wily bass, only to find on landing the "prize" that it is a rather
vicious-looking, slimy eel.
Mr. Eel should not be passed off
lightly, though, for his long, arduous, and fascinating life cycle is
unmatched.
The American eel is the principal eel resident of Maine, and its
life history is intriguing, to say the
least. The eel is a catadrornous fish
which means it leaves fresh water,
where it spends a large part of its
existence, to return to salt water
to spawn.
Upon leaving the fresh water of
lakes and streams, the eels join
others (thought to be mostly males)
which have matured in the environment of the estuary and then migrate down the eastern seaboard
to breeding grounds in the Sargasso
Sea near Bermuda. After spawning,
the American eel dies.
A female eel of average size
(3Yz feet long) may produce upwards of 10 million eggs, while
with larger females 15 million eggs
is not uncommon.
The eel eggs remain suspended
in the ocean until hatching, and
then the elvers or young eels begin their journey back to their
homeland, developing all the while.
After reaching
lakes,
streams,

P
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and river estuaries - the homes of
their parents - they grow to full
size. In anywhere from six to
twelve years, the eels head downstream to repeat the cycle.
One of the more mysterious
aspects of the young eels' homeward journey is that although the
breeding grounds of the American and European eel (a cousin
of the American eel) overlap and
the newly hatched eels are weak
swimmers, no American eels have
ever been found in European waters and no European eels have
been found in American waters.
The eel is considered a delicacy in the United States by only
small numbers of people, usually
of foreign extraction, who learned
to appreciate its distinct taste
through
Old Country
customs.
In Europe, the European eel is as
highly regarded as a delicacy as
is the salmon. Indeed, eels are
protected in many European countries by stringent laws in much the
same way game fish are guarded
in this country.

N MAINE. there are several people
who have an interest in the palatability of eels; not necessarily
because they eat them but because
they are in the business of putting
eels on the table of those who
relish them. Some 10,000 pounds
of this renewable natural resource
are harvested annually in Maino.
"Eelers" trap the eels alive, to
be used ultimately for human consumption. They spread weirs across

I
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a stream or river to catch the mature eels on their downstream
journey to the sea, usually from the
end of June to mid-September.
Funnel-like wings on the weirs
guide the eels into the trap. The
fishermen grade them according to
size then transport them to their
markets in trucks equipped with
an aerating system to provide the
eels with oxygenated water.
Tending the weirs is no easy
task as the fish usually run in the
dead of the night. Because of the
large numbers of eels migrating
downstream, traps must be checked frequently during the night,
fair weather or foul.
Eeling operations are located on
such rivers as the Penobscot,
Passadumkeag,
Piscataquis,
and
Machias, and several have been
in operation for over 30 years.
Another method of eel taking is
by the use of eel pots set in the
tidal waters of rivers and estuaries. The eels are attracted by bait
in much the same way as lobsters
are.
A misconception
of many is
that the eel is primarily a scavenger, feeding mainly on dead and
decaying
animals.
Experienced
eelers maintain that the eel really
is quite selective. Eels will not
eat spoiled bait, they say, and
have been known to desert some
lakes and rivers affected by pollution. Perhaps one of the eel's
favorite foods is fish eggs, which
may account for its unpopularity
with some sport fishermen.
Like any person whose income
depends on the harvesting of a
natural resource such as fish, eel
farmers must be keenly aware of
the value of conserving that resource. Enough eels are allowed
passage through the weirs at high
water or by intent to assure that
there are enough eels for future
harvests. Also, eel fishing permits
issued by the Fish and Game Department require openings on both
ends of the trap to permit passage
of other species of fish, such as
Atlantic
salmon and alewives.
Maine Fish and Game-Summer
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emphasis on
inexpensive
alternatives to meat dishes, it may not
be long before the unwelcomed
Maine eel may find its place in
America as a sought-after delicacy.
For the adventurous, the already
interested, or the veteran eel
fancier, the following eel recipes
are offered by the Maine Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries:

W
. finding

ITH INCREASED

BAKED EELS
Clean and skin eels and cut in 3-inch pieces
without splitting open. Twist out intestines
with a knife, fork or piece of wood. Lay
pieces of fat salt pork in a baking pan and
add the pieces of eel. Bake in moderate
oven, 350 degrees, until done.
NOTE: The best way to skin an eel is to
leave the head on, slit the skin back of the
gills with an old safety-razor blade, nail
the eel's head to a board, get a tight hold
on the skin with two pairs of pliers, and
peel off the skin as a person peels off a
glove. Eel properly prepared is one of the
juiciest and most delicate of fish.
PICKLED EEL
1 eel, 2 to 3 pounds
3 slices lemon
2bayleaves
Salt and pepper

4 whole allspice
1/8 teaspoon celery salt
4 sprigs fresh dill
1 tablespoon plain
gelatin
Sliced lemon, fresh dill, or parsley for
garnishing

Prepare the fresh eel as in the first part of
the recipe for Baked Eel. Cut in small pieces
and boil slowly in water to cover, flavored
with all the ingredients except the gelatin.

Cook till the eel is soft; remove the meat
and let it cool. Cook the broth down a few
minutes, remove from the heat and add the
gelatin. Stir and let the gelatin dissolve.
Strain this over the eel. Chill in the refrigerator until set.
Turn .out on a chilled platter; garnish with
lemon and fresh dill or parsley. Slice and
serve on the smorgasbord. 16 or more
servings.
EEL JELLY
6 large eels
1 quart water
1 pint vinegar
2 sliced onions
1 teaspoon salt
Yz teaspoon pepper

Yz teaspoon allspice
% teaspoon cloves
4 bay leaves
2 tablespoons gelatin
dissolved in % cup
cold water

Clean and skin eels, and cut in 3-inch
pieces. Do not split open. Clean sections
by twisting out intestines with a knife,
fork or stick; then wash. Add water, vinegar, onions and seasonings to eel sections
and boil until meat comes away from bone.
Remove meat, put in mold or earthenware
dish. Strain liquor in which eels were
boiled. Bring it to a boil again, and add
the gelatin which has been dissolved in
the cold water. Boil 15 minutes, pour over
eel meat and chill in refrigerator. (Hornpout may be substituted for eels).
MATELOTE

OF EELS

Skin 2 large or several small eels. Don't
open belly. Cut in segments, twisting out
intestines with fork or stick. Wash well.
Put in saucepan with 1 cup stock, 1 cup
red wine, clove garlic, whole pepper,
sliced onion, bay leaf, thyme, cloves, parsley, and celery salt. Simmer gently till
done.
Remove fish, strain liquor, add 2 ounces
brandy. Melt 2 tablespoons butter in a
saucepan, stir in 1 tablespoon flour, and
gradually add sauce. Bring to a boil. Put
bread croutons in a dish, arrange fish in
center and pour sauce over all. Serves 6.

Typical eeling operation on a Maine stream.
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TAKEA TRIP TO SCARBOROUGH
The Scarborough Nature Center
is open and ready for your visit.
Located on the Scarborough Wildlife Management Area - which
includes most of Maine's largest
salt-water marsh - the Nature
Center is a joint project of the
Maine Audubon Society and the
Fish and Game Department.
Salt marshes are what the Nature
Center is all about. Widespread
lack of appreciation for the ecological importance of these marshes
has led to the destruction of significant amounts of them along the
Atlantic Coast. We hope your visit
in and around the Nature Center
will leave you with a better understanding of the value of these

highly productive natural areas.
The Center features displays,
slide shows, and literature on the
various flora and fauna of the
marsh. Outside, an elevated platform provides a good place for
wildlife observations and photography, and plans also call for
facilities for close-up observation
of various marsh life.
George Sanborn, a retired biology
teacher from Kennebunkport, is
the director of the Nature Center,
and Audubon Society staff member
Linda Wright is the manager.
The Center is scheduled to be
open five days a week, Wednesday
through Sunday, at least through
Labor Day. It is located on Rt. 9,
the Pine Point Road, about one
mile off U.S. Route 1 in Scarborough.

EDITOR'S NOTE
We've had quite a lot of response
to our request, in the spring issue,
for your opinions on several subjects, and we would like to thank
everyone who took the time to write
or phone us.
There wasn't as much difference
of opinion as we had anticipated
on the location of the scene on the
cover of the winter issue. As you
will recall, we didn't know where
the picture was taken or who took
it, hut it did make a nice cover
so we used it and asked your help
in identifying the location. The
consensus is that the view is of
the "hack side" (south side) of
Sugarloaf Mountain, the side not
26

seen by most skiers traveling to
the front or northern side. The
range of mountains in the picture
extends from Mt. Abraham on the
left to Little Bigelow on the right;
Sugarloaf, with its distinct cirquelike "howl," is just to the left of
center. The picture was taken along
Route 142 between Kingfield and
Salem.
We also asked for your opinion
on the use of color pictures on the
cover and possibly on a two-page
center spread. Many readers told
us they enjoyed the color covers
and would like to see more use of
color photographs, hut so far not
too many have indicated that they

would he willing to pay $1.50 or
thereabouts for color reproductions
of these prints, suitable for framing. We need a better response
to this offer before we justify it
economically. If you think you
might he interested, just send a
post card to the editor and say
"count me in on the color prints."
Also in the last issue, we had
the first "Ecologogriph"
crossword puzzle, and your opinion was
sought on this. We received a very
favorable reaction to this new
feature, and as you can see, we are
contiruing it.

ATTENTION,
PHEASANT HUNTERS
A new law that will he in effect
this fall says that anyone age 16
or older who hunts pheasants in
Maine must first obtain a $1 pheasant stamp. The stamp must he in
the hunter's possession, and it
must he validated by his signature
written across the face of the stamp
in ink.
The stamps will he available
through regular license agents or
from the Fish and Game Department office in Augusta.
The pheasant stamp law was
passed for the 1973 and 1974 hunting seasons only. Its main purpose
is to determine how many people
are interested in hunting these
exotic game birds which are becoming increasingly costly for the
Department to propagate.
PERSONNELCORNER
In the past few months, there
have been quite a number of personnel changes in the Maine Fish
and Game Department:
In the Warden Service, the following men retired: Chief Warden
Pilot George W. Later (28 years of
service); Warden Leonard J. Pelletier, Sr. (20 years); and Warden
G. Norman Harriman (21 years).
Recent Warden Service promotions:
Norman E. Trask to Inspector in
Maine Fish and Game-Summer 1973

Division K; and Rodney D. Sirois
to Warden
Specialist
(Rescue
Unit). New wardens and their
assigned districts: Alan T. Later,
Madison; Glenn A. Perkins, Sebago
Lake; John H. Fowler, Allagash;
and Michael D. Pratt, Weld.
In the Hatchery Division, the
following men retired: Albert G.
Moody (16 years of service); John
S. Davis (27 years); Burton Redimarker (20 years) and Fred H.
Gardner (19 years). New hatcherymen and their assigned stations:
Michael W. Roach, Palermo Rearing Station; Ronald E. Flanagin,
Casco Hatchery; Forrest R. Bonney,
Enfield Hatchery; George W. Lord,
Deblois Hatchery; and Michael E.
Cochran,
Grand
Lake
Stream
Hatchery.
In the Game Division, there have
been several promotions and transfers: Lee E. Perry to Assistant
Chief of the Game Division; and
Fred B. Hurley to Wildlife Planner; Philip A. Bozenhard to Regional Biologist, Region 1, Gorham; and
Gary G. Donovan to Regional
Biologist, Region 2, Augusta.

KEITH HAVEY HONORED
Trout Unlimited is a national,
non-profit,
non-political,
conservation organization,
formed
to
preserve, protect, and enhance
cold-water resources and to perpetuate and improve high-quality
fishing. They have an award,
called the Silver Trout Award,
which is presented only to persons
who, in their opinion, have made
outstanding efforts to accomplish
these objectives.
Recently, one of our fishery
biologists, Keith Havey of Machias,
became the first person ever to
receive this award in Maine. Keith
was selected by the newly-formed
Sunkhaze Chapter of Trout Unlimited. The award was made at
the Chapter's first annual banquet
meeting in Bangor, which was attended by well over 200 enthusiastic anglers including many of
Maine Fish and Game -Summer
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Keith's fellow workers from the
Fish and Game Department (it
seems that Keith was the only one
who didn't know what was going
to happen that night!).
Keith has worked for the Department for 21 years, during most
of which he was the regional fishery biologist in the Grand Lake
Region. For the past several years,
he has put his full-time efforts into
fishery research.
A good example of the kind of
activity Keith received the Silver
Trout Award for is the Eagle Lake
research project. In this longterm study, which is just beginning, Keith is hoping to develop
a selectively-bred strain of brook
trout that will live longer than
regular hatchery fish, and, in the
end, result in more and larger
brookies being available for the
fisherman.

FROM OUR READERS
I was pleasantly surprised to read the article
in your last issue on beavers by Warden Leathers. It was a very interesting item. It also
brought back recollections of a very enjoyable
trip up the Allagash many years ago when
Warden Leathers assisted my friend and I in
getting up stream with an underpowered
(3 1/2 h.p.) canoe and put us up overnight
at his cabin. His assistance turned what could
have been a disappointment to a very rewarding vacation. Many thanks again to Warden
Leathers.
Phil Hopper
Manchester, Conn.

ANSWER TO PUZZLE
ON PAGE 18

MOVING?
If you are moving, please drop
us a line and give both your present mailing address (exactly as it
appears on your mailing label) and
your new one, including zip codes.
We must have this information at
least four weeks in advance of the
next publication date. The magazine is not forwarded automatically,
and undeliverable
copies are not
returned to us.

FISHING FILMS
It is good news that the Fisherman's Information
Bureau (FIB)
has compiled a new list of 109 fishing films available on a free-loan
basis to clubs, schools, churches,
civic and fraternal organizations.
All films are 16mm., most of them
in sound and color, and show fly,
bait, spinning,
spincasting, and
trolling for pan and game fish ranging from bluegill to blue marlin.
Single copies of the listing are
available free on written request
to Fisherman's Information
Bureau, 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
Illinois 60606. To assure a satisfactory response, be sure to enclose
a stamped, self-addressed envelope
with ZIP Code number.

FLUORESCENT ORANGE
GOES STATEWIDE
After a six-year period of being
required only in southwestern
Maine, fluorescent orange will be
going statewide this fall.
Anyone hunting any game with a
firearm during the open firearm
season on deer must wear an article
of fluorescent orange clothing
which is in good and serviceable
condllion and which is visible from
all sides. Excepted from the requirement are waterfowl hunters
hunting from a boat, blind, or in
conjunction with waterfowl decoys.
Hunting accidents in which
visibility was a factor were cut in
half in the six-year test in southwestern Maine.
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1973 LICENSE FEES

Resident
Hunting (under 16).
. $ l.!10
Hunting (16 and older).
6.50
Combination hunting and fishing . . . . . . . .
10.50
Fishing
·. . . .
6.50
Archery . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.50
Fishing" 3-day . . . . . . . . 6.50
.Y.(Exchangeable for season) .50
Nonresident
Big game (necessary for deer
and bear)
$42.50
Small game. . . . . . . . . . 20.50
Small game, junior
(under 15). . . . . . . .
12.50
Archery . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.50
Fishing: season . . . . . . . . 15.50
Fishing: 3-day. . . . . . . . . 6.50
Fishing: 7-day. . . . . . . . . 7.50
Fishing" 15-day . . . . . . . 10.50
.Y.(Exchangeable for season) 5 .50
Forotherfees, please write to
the Department

ATTENTION, NONRESIDENT
HUNTERS

Nonresident hunters should be
aware of an opportunity to save a
little money on their 1973 Maine
hunting license. After October
2, the cost of both the nonresident big game and the nonresident
small game licenses is going up
roughly 10 per cent, but until then
they will be sold at the current
rates.
A law passed by the 106th Maine
Legislature raises the big game fee
from $42.50 to $46.50; the small
game license goes from $20.50 to
$22.50.
Nonresidents who are in Maine
this summer or early fall can buy
their hunting license at the old
rate from any license agent; or it
can be ordered through the mail
from the Fish and Game Department in Augusta. After October
2, however, the new, higher rates
will be charged.
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REPORT COMPILED ON MARTEN
SEASON

Tagging records show that 152
marten were taken by 47 trappers
during the past season, which was
the first open season on these
animals since the 1930's. There
were 89 from the Aroostook County
section of the open area, 10 from
the Penobscot section, 48 from the
Piscataquis section, and 3 from the
Somerset section. The University
of Maine received between 50 and
60 carcasses for study.
Further, in-depth evaluations of
the season are scheduled, with the
results to be available in time for
recommendations for future seasons.
As you probably recall, marten
have become numerous enough in
the northern sections of Maine so
that a limited season was feasible
during this past winter. As we do
with all game and forbearer species, we shall keep a close watch
on the marten population to allow
a reasonable use of this renewable
natural resource. Taking marten
will be permitted only in such
areas and numbers that will not be
detrimental to the species.
BAD DAY TURNS GOOD

Wildlife Biologist Harold
M.
"Doc"
Blanchard
of Greenville
tells of a day he had in late May:
"It started out to be a bad day.
I ran out of Maalox ... muddy boot
tracks led to my secret trout hole ...
at the barber shop I heard of plans
for another condominium ... and as
I drove out of town, I noticed that
a house trailer had been moved into
one of my favorite woodcock covers.
"But in late afternoon this same
day, I had occasion to call on Arthur Eastman, longtime Moosehead
Lake guide, at his home in Norridgewock. It was raining when I
arrived at his place. I was told
I would find him out in a back
field setting pine trees.
"After a walk through a wet
pasture, I came to a young white

pine plantation where it was apparent that Arthur had been replacing winter-killed trees with
young, vigorous pine seedlings.
Arthur wasn't there, but his tracks
led through the wet grass to a wildlife pond he had built some 50
years ago. This grand old man's
activity and concern at age 92
made my day. He gets my nomination for conservationist of the
year."
NEW LAKE SURVEY
REPORTS RECEIVED

The Fishery Division has received
56 lake survey reports from the
printer, for those lakes and ponds
studied in 1972. This makes a total
of 1,528 fish management reports
now on file and available to sportsmen.
RECORD BLUEBACK TROUT

A new state record blueback
trout was caught on May 5 at Basin
Pond in Fayette. Merton Wyman of
Belgrade caught the rare fish which
weighed 4 lbs. 4 oz., and measured
22 3/8 inches long. The fish will
also be a world record, provided
there is a category for blueback
trout, which are known to occur
naturally in only 10 lakes in Maine.
Wyman's big blueback was one of
27 adults stocked in Basin Pond in
1969 by the Fishery Division in an
attempt to establish them in new
waters. These fish were natives of
Wadleigh
Pond
in Piscataquis
County.
SUBSCRIPTION

EXPIRING?

Don't take a chance on missing
a single issue of Maine Fish and
Game- check to see when your
subscription expires.
If you see LAST COPY printed
on your mailing label, the current
subscription has run out.
The last two digits on the top
line of the label code indicate your
last issue - 42, for example, stands
for the 2nd (spring) issue of 1974.
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CHANNEL - Boot
may poss either side.

State Office Bldg.

Augusta, Maine 04330

MARKS RIGHT SIDE
OF CHANNELBoot should poss to
left of buoy.

*

MARKS LEFT SIDE
OF CHANNELBoot should poss to
right of buoy.

*

INFORMATION! Tells distances,
locations, other official information.

Illl

Boot should poss
to north or east of
buoy.

Boot
should not poss
between buoy and
nearest shore.

RACE COURSE MARKER

Boot should poss
to south or west of
buoy.

BOATS KEEP OUT! Marks waterfalls,
swim areas, rapids, and other
restricted areas.

*When

returning from main waler body or proceeding upstream

DANGER! WornJ of rocks, reefs,
dams, snags, or other hazards.

